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New Customer ...?


New to SEEL's ?
 Get started today.
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Welcome to Seels OmniLingua AI 
 the future of digital education










In an era where technology is reshaping the learning landscape, we stand at the forefront, merging AI's power with human touch. Our platform not only revolutionizes teaching and learning but also reinvigorates educators, arming them with tools and skills for tomorrow's classroom, and entrepreneurial co-creations. Dive in, and witness the transformation that awaits the world of education.





























Pioneering Digital Montessori Education: Anchored in Dr. Maria Montessori's timeless philosophies, we enhance traditional Montessori classroom methodologies, forging a resilient foundation for children in today's digital age. Our inspiration stems from the "Marrying Montessori Education and Society 5.0" presentation at the 29th International Montessori Congress hosted by the Association Montessori Internationale in Bangkok, 2023. Embracing this vision, we passionately work to bridge the Montessori approach with the ever-evolving world of digital education.

















Smart City Classroom: Dive into an innovative learning environment where elementary and high school students explore the nuances of digital technologies, all while mastering English. We prioritize both Emotional Intelligence (EQ) and  English language proficiency, aiming for the holistic development of students to ensure they carry a high EQ mark. Leveraging the strengths of Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) - a teaching approach highly esteemed in Europe - our after-school programs invite students to deep-dive into computer coding, programming, and hands-on AI project creation.










































Social Enterprise Initiatives: At the heart of Seels OmniLingua AI lies a singular mission - to foster life-changing empowerment that serves children while simultaneously uplifting and transforming the perception of foreign migrants globally. Every course we offer, from Digital Montessori Education to insights into AI and prevailing digital technology trends, to the specialized Jolly Phonics program, is meticulously designed to equip individuals with the skills they need to thrive as educators and secure a sustainable livelihood. Our overarching vision culminates in the Norenwake Smart Contract Franchise, granting all participants access to the Social Equity Fund. This empowers them to initiate their own Montessori programs and provides scholarships for continuous professional growth and development.
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Courses

Seels Teachers Academy

	Indtroductory Course(IC)
	Seels DX international School Teachers Diploma
	Teaching English to Speakers Other Languages(TESOL)
	DX Business English
	JollyClassroom Trainig
	Jolly Phonics/Grammar




Tokyo Blockchain Academy

	Blockchain Technologies Diploma
	Web 3 Development
	Cyber Security Information Leadership
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